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Abstract

Following France's hydropower program, Electricity de France began producing electricity with nuclear
power during the 60s with units that were all different. In the early 70s, EDF launched an extensive nuclear
program which was fueled by the 1973 oil crisis. The particularity of this program is based on the standardization
of the design which enables the cost of engineering studies, components and construction to be reduced. As all of
the sites presented various conditions, a single design was possible except for the heat sink, connection to the
grid and foundations. In order to follow technical progress, the program was divided into several homogeneous
series: CPO, CP1 and CP2 for 900 MWe reactors, P4 and P'4 for 1300 MWe reactors and N4 for 1450 MWe
reactors. EDF has managed to apply standardization throughout the service life of the plant: all units of the same
series are modified in the same manner and with a same batch of modifications. The standardization of operations
is also the EDF's rule: technical specifications, safety reports, and safety procedures are normally the same for
units belonging to the same series. Nevertheless, when plant design and operations, and heavy maintenance are
considered, it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain strict standardization across the board: when examined
closely, variations are possible—as regards the chemical specifications of the secondary system, for instance. On
the other hand, at the fabrication stage, it is difficult to maintain fabrication procedures and alloy compositions
rigorously the same. Standardization offers a tremendous advantage representing 30-40% of construction costs.
The main drawback is the risk of generic defects. On the other hand, the risk is rather small owing to the small
differences among units.

1. CONTEXT OF THE FRENCH NUCLEAR PROGRAM LAUNCH

1.1 Historical reminder

During the fifties and the early sixties, EDF (Electricite de France) began an ambitious hydro-
electric program with the construction of numerous dams at available sites: during this period, EDF
(Direction de l'Equipement) developed its experience as an industrial architect; the national company
actively participated in the general project design, the establishment of contracts with subcontractors
(civil works, electromechanical components etc.) and the overseeing of construction operations.

In the second half of the sixties, the number of sites available for hydroelectric power produc-
tion dwindled. Within the scope of its continued efforts toward diversification, EDF decided to turn to
classical thermal (fuel) and to nuclear power generating plants involving a variety of different reactor
types: pressurized water (Chooz A, connected to the grid in 1967, in cooperation with the Belgians),
heavy water ( Brennilis, connected to the grid in 1967), natural uranium gas-cooled (St Laurent 1 and
2, Chinon 2 and 3, Bugey 1 commissioned in 1969, 1971, 1965, 1966, and 1972, respectively) and fast
neutron (Phenix, connected to the grid in 1973). These latter 3 reactor types were developed by the
CEA "Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique" which gained experience with the Marcoule Gl, G2 and
G3 gas-cooled reactors (connected to the grid between 1957 and 1960, and intended for the
production of electricity and fissile material) and with the Rapsodie fast neutron reactor. It should be
pointed out that EDF's gas-cooled plants were essentially all different which lead to difficulties
related to non-standardization (negative influence on costs, ease of operation, etc.).

1.2 The oil crisis of 1973 and its consequences

The gas-cooled plants quickly demonstrated their technological (graphite stacking fragility, low
reactivity, sensitivity to the Xenon and Samarium effect) and economical limitations (lack of standar-
dization).
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The French PWR program really took off in 1969 with the Tihange 1 Franco-Belgian unit.
After that, construction of 1 or 2 PWR 900 MW pre-series units began each year from 1970 on at the
Fessenheim and Bugey sites.

The 1973 oil crisis, with the oil embargo and the quadrupling of oil prices, clearly reminded
France of its dependence and vulnerability due to its relatively low reserves of economically exploit-
able oil, gas and coal. In 1973, its dependence on foreign energy sources had reached 75%.

Nuclear power was the only possible means of reducing this dependency. In early 1974, the
French government decided to undertake an extensive power generation program: 13,000 MW in
1974 and 1975, 12,000 MW in 1976 and 1977 and 5,000 MW each year from 1978 to 1981. A crucial
decision was made in 1975 to concentrate this program on PWRs and to launch a four-loop, 1,300
MW series.

2. ORGANIZATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FRENCH NUCLEAR PROGRAM

EDF decided to become deeply involved in the process by thoroughly implementing its ability
as an industrial architect which it developed during the hydro and classical thermal power generation
programs (with its various production levels: 125, 250, 600 and 700 MWe for the thermal plants).

Power plants are not ordered "on a turn-key basis". The plant is divided into sections including
design, electromechanical and civil works engineering sub-assemblies. In this manner, EDF can open
each of these sections up to the competition (except for the main primary system and its connecting
circuits handled exclusively by FRAMATOME and the turbine generator plant reserved for
ALSTHOM). This enables it to benefit from competitive pricing and to set up a long term partnership
with the contractor retained for each section. In an extremely limited number of cases, the contract
was split between two contractors; this has occurred particularly for the reactor building containment,
for the installation of piping in the reactor building of 900 MWe units, depending on whether the unit
had an even or odd number or for the cast elbows of the primary circuit. In exchange, this type of
allotment system requires excellent control of the entire plant's operation—in short, the undeniable
qualities of an architectural engineer. It should be pointed out that French nuclear safety regulations
require the operator to defend its safety reports itself which has led EDF to invest in the plant process.

From these premises, we can conclude that EDF had to acquire the conceptual design of the
plant, come up with the detailed design of the systems with the help of subcontractors, monitor the
construction operations and defend the reports before the Safety Authorities.

The economical interest of the allotment concept was reinforced by the standardization policy
which was the cornerstone of the French nuclear power program.

3. THE CONCEPT OF STANDARDIZATION FROM DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
TO OPERATION

EDF's choice consisted in trying to maintain the concept of standardization throughout the
plant's service life.

3.1 Standardization of engineering and design

A review of the various possible sites showed that it was possible to work out standard design
basis rules which would be accepted by the French Safety Authorities at all locations.

A nuclear program developed at several sites over a period of a few decades comes up against
two main types of limitations:
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a) each site is characterized by specific conditions relating to geology, seismicity, human geo-
graphy, industrial environment (for example, the risk of explosions of inflammable products
stored close by or the dangerous proximity of public thoroughfares), by a determined heat sink
(flow, chemical quality, etc.) and by a neighbouring power grid with its specific characteristics.

It would have been anti-economical to group all site conditions together to define a design
standard; the choice made consists in defining a standard which could be adapted to each of the
sites with a minimum of modifications. In practice, this was possible and only the foundations,
the cooling water systems and the connections to the power transmission network differ from
one site to another: nearly all conventional or nuclear island systems are strictly identical as
concerns the various units of the same series. The components are identical, their general
manufacturing specifications and their installations are the same except for possible differences
in symmetry for units built in pairs (Fessenheim, Bugey or those included in program contract
No. 1). In this case, we transform the drawings of an even plant unit into the drawings for an
odd plant unit by simply turning the drawing.

b) The second absolute limitation of a design standard concerns technological developments.
Should the design be stabilized over a long period of time in order to be able to fully benefit
from standardization or otherwise allow for technical improvements or appropriate modifica-
tions of safety and design basis rules? The compromise that was agreed upon consisted of
having different plant series: 4 standardized plant series for the 900 MWe reactors (Fessen-
heim, Bugey, CP1 or contract program No. 1, CP2 or contract program No. 2), 2 series for the
1300 MWe reactors (P4 and P'4) and a single plant series, up until now, for the N4 1,450 MWe
reactor.

For example, in comparison with Fessenheim, the Bugey units have a higher thermal output
(from 2660 MW to 2785 MWe) and an enhanced containment design pressure (4.7 to 5 bar). Shifting
from the "Bugey" design to the "CP1" design, we notice an increase in the height of the reactor
building and an equipment hatch which rises from ground level to mid-height of the reactor building
containment. Continuing on from CP1 to CP2, the turbine building which was used for a pair of units
and parallel to the axis formed by the centers of 2 paired reactor buildings is split, each turbine
building being perpendicular to the axis formed by the centers of both reactor buildings (the major
interest of this modification is to avoid the risk of missiles coming from the turbo-generator vis-a-vis
the reactor).

Simply speaking, the equipments inside plants of the same series are identical, and they are laid
out in the same manner. The only differences concern the foundations (for example, at Cruas, con-
sidering the site's seismicity, the foundation raft had to be installed on aseismic bearing pads), the heat
sink (certain units are cooled directly by the river, others use sea-water or cooling towers) and the
connection to the power grid.

Additional aspects must be discussed if a more in-depth analysis is to be considered: within the
same series, feedback may lead a builder to modify a chemical composition or a manufacturing
process. A good example concerns the elbows of the main primary system: during the construction of
the P4 plant, the influence of molybdenum on the in-service behaviour of the elbows became apparent
and the composition of the alloy used in this element had to be modified; elbows which are more or
less sensitive to the effects of aging can thus be found within the same series. Furthermore, when two
manufacturers supply the same item, even though the general manufacturing specifications provided
by EDF are the same, the manufacturing processes can be slightly different which leads to varying in-
service behaviour. A good example of this concerns the steam generator tubes or the cast elbows of
the reactor coolant system (manufactured by FAM or Creusot Loire).

Another example of de-standardization can be seen with the aggregates used in the fabrication
of concrete. For obvious reasons the aggregates are taken from land surrounding the site. Their
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characteristics thus varies from site to site which explains why certain containment buildings
experience creeping problems while others of the same series do not.

The advantages of standardization of the design are obvious:

• engineering manpower for design, quality control and assurance totals about 5 million man-
hours for a first-of-a-kind unit and less than 1 million man-hours (basically attributed to site
adaptation studies) for the following identical units.

• lessons learned at all stages of field work save both time and money; for instance, field
manpower was about 29 million man-hours for the first two pairs of units at the Gravelines
power station, and only 13 million for the third pair. Although more difficult to assess,
fabrication costs most certainly benefit from standardization also.

• the allotment system, in conjunction with standardization, incites competition among
suppliers resulting in the best prices for components, and construction tasks. Subcontractors
are able to plan their work schedule on a long term basis, which helps reduce costs.

In summary, it can be seen that standardization of the design explains why French nuclear
power plants are less expensive than foreign plants: 30-40% of the construction cost difference can be
explained by standardization.

Standardization is also advantageous in terms of the execution time table. Consider the 900
MWe series, for example: for the earlier Fessenheim and Bugey units, the delivery time from vessel
commitment to first connection to the grid was between 75 and 80 months, but then dropped to
between 55 and 65 months for the last 10 plants (of the "900 MWe" series) connected to the grid.

3.2 Standardization and backfitting policy

The policy of successive series which ensues from technological progress and the need to
improve safety and the operability of units does not exclude that the units already built are back-fitted,
on the contrary. It is under this condition that the French Safety Authorities accepted the "per series"
standardization principle. These back-fitting operations must not challenge the general plant design
and must not be carried out at frequent intervals: the Safety Authority has informed EDF that plant
back-fitting operations shall now be carried out on a ten-year basis (this period providing a certain
stability within the safety reference frame). In the past, the frequency of modifications was variable,
but EDF has and will always ensure that these modifications are carried out in "batches".

For instance, after TMI and in the early 80's, some improvements were required on the man-
machine interface, such as control-room ergonomics and the introduction of a safety-panel. These
modifications were implemented in all 900 MWe units. A systematic review of valves was also
carried out and led to the decision to change the pressurizer relief valves on all units.

Another batch was commissioned in 1990, which corresponded to the "end of series" for the
900 MWe series and provided enhanced protection against the risks of boron dilution. A third batch
was launched in 1993. This batch provided for automatic water makeup on the reactor residual heat
removal system in shutdown condition. A new "VD2" batch ("2eme visite decennale", 2nd ten-yearly
in-service inspection) will be implemented on the units for their 20th year in service. With each new
batch, the unit's safety analysis report is updated; it should be recalled that each unit benefits from a
standard safety analysis report relative to the series and a safety analysis report which specifically
concerns the site.

In practice, a batch of back-fitting operations on a series is carried out over several years: thus,
at any given moment, all of the units within the same series are not all identical. This once again is a
limit to strict standardization.
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In addition to back-fitting operations which are derived from operational feedback and which
leads to an improvement of safety-operability combination, mention should be made of the back-
fitting associated with generic defects within the park in operation, and the negative consequences of
standardization. The best examples concern the corrosion of steam generator tubes or the cracks on
the vessel heads detected at control rod mechanism penetrations. In the case of the vessel heads, EDF
decided to replace all covers of 900 and 1300 MWe reactors (at a cost of approximately 50MF per
reactor); the stress corrosion of the Inconel 600 used was at the heart of the problem. In the case of the
steam generator tubes (for which the replacement cost is higher, at approximately 600 MF per unit),
all of the 900 and 1300 MWe reactors are potentially concerned due to the sensitivity of Inconel 600;
in fact, all of the steam generators will not have to be replaced. The mounting of tubes onto the tube
sheet (expansion) is not strictly the same between the various units: the limits of standardization that
were highlighted above (the succession of manufacturing processes is not identical) protected us from
generalized problems. Curiously enough, the Fessenheim steam generators were affected to a lesser
extent than certain steam generators of more recent units (technical progress is not always positive).

In practice, EDF recorded relatively few generalized generic defects at all units. This success is
explained by the initial choice of a proven design (the 900 MWe plants had an American "reference
plant") and the series policy (benefiting from the feedback, although possibly negative, from earlier
series).

For the last few years the yearly expenditures for back-fitting and major maintenance opera-
tions have been limited to a total of approximately 4 billion francs. Considering that this sum covers
ten or so units, and if we add the expenses from the past, we see that the back-fitting expenses
represent less than 10% of the building cost. This sum does not question the beneficial effects of the
standardization policy which can be evaluated (see Chapter 3.1) at roughly 30% of the construction
cost of the units.

3.3 Operation standardization

The standardization policy also applies to plant operation, particularly for that which concerns
matters of nuclear safety: it should be recalled that for nearly all systems, the applicable safety
analysis report is the series' generic report.

In this manner the general operating rules, the technical specifications and the operating
instructions are, in theory, identical for all the units in a series. This ensures proper homogeneity of
operations within the same series; the advantages of such a policy are obvious:

• easy integration of operational feedback between identical units,

• personnel can move from one unit to another of the same series without any special training,
thereby enhancing labour mobility (and better flexibility),

• a reduction in the required number of control simulators,

• control error risks are reduced, thereby enhancing safety,

• the work necessary for the drawing up instructions and procedures is lightened,

• reduction in the number of replacement parts in storage,

and of course, all of these advantages are conducive to lower operating costs.

Be that as it may, standardization policy limitations appear at this point more than at the design
or back-fitting stage. This can be explained by the following points:

• due to the importance of nuclear power (more than 75% of French power production is
nuclear), French units are required to follow the grid. The number of outages, loading or
load reductions, and emergency shutdowns differs from one unit to another. The mechanical
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and thermal loads on the equipment (and thus its service life) differ from one unit to another
of the same series;

• management of the fuel and its supplier may vary among units of the same series which
could bring about different product behaviors;

• finally, within common technical specifications the operator has a certain amount of
manoeuvrability. As such, the chemistry of the secondary system and the maintenance
policy may be slightly different from one site to another. This could explain different
degrees in corrosion or wear of equipment among sites.

All these factors of dissimilarity between units of the same series have a rather favourable
influence particularly in terms of possible generic defects. We have already mentioned that these
differences could explain why certain steam generators of similar design and equipment have to be
replaced in certain plants and not in others.

3.4 Standardization and feedback of experience

An organization has been set up so that experience gained during operation is fed back in the
design, construction and commissioning of the projects. Therefore, faults revealed during testing and
operation of the first units (control rod guide tube pin failures, superheater component deformations,
etc.) have not only been repaired in the defective units, but have been the subject of preventive
measures for the units under construction. Each operating event is analyzed and may lead to a
corrective modification. Similar treatment is given to events in foreign plants, the main sources of
information being the US. INPO, the OECD Incident Reporting System and the UNIPEDE USER'S
system. Three Mile Island follow-up actions were processed similarly.

The decision, following an operating incident or a fault, to request a modification is done by
panels of experts from both the operation and the design divisions.

4. PERSPECTIVES FOR THE FUTURE

There is no way to undertake standardization if safety requirements are continually modified.
This obvious proposition has led Electricite de France and Framatome to become active partners of
the Safety Authorities, and even to promote improvements when they appear technically useful. As far
as they were concerned, the French Safety Authorities soon accepted that standardization presented a
certain number of advantages from the standpoint of safety that the way was open to compromise.

As for Electricite de France, the standardization policy allows nuclear kilowatthours to be
produced at a particularly competitive price and the future PWR 2000 series intended to replace
present-day plants when the time comes will most certainly be built within the scope of standardized
guidelines.

The success experienced in France has been a source of inspiration for other countries: in the
early nineties, the United States launched the ALWR (Advanced Light Water Reactor) program which
produced a set of specifications (U.R.D.: Utilities Requirement Document) relative to the construction
of nuclear plant units with passive or evolutionary reactors and approved by the NRC. The program
obtained the certification of a limited number of reactors (System 80+ by Combustion Engineering,
ABWR by General Electric, AP600 by Westinghouse), which should pave the way for the
construction of standardized models in the United States or elsewhere in the world.

Furthermore, utilities from 10 European countries (Sweden, Finland, Germany, Belgium, the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, Switzerland and Russia) have come together with
EDF to create the "European Utilities Requirements" which are specifications for the construction of
nuclear reactors in Europe. This initiative should lead to a limited number of models being placed on
the market. Periodic exchanges have taken place between the teams responsible for drafting the URD
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and the EUR which enables them to focus on the general safety objectives established for future
reactors with a goal toward international standardization.

5. CONCLUSION

In building its nuclear power program, EDF has implemented an extensive standardization
policy encompassing design, components, back-fitting and operation throughout the service life of the
plant. As a result, the units within the same series have identical components, identical layout,
identical operating instructions and an identical safety analysis report (with adaptations for the
specific site). The advantages of such a program are obvious: lower engineering costs, lower compo-
nent and installation costs (owing to increased competition and better manufacturing scheduling),
enhanced usage of feedback from experience, and lower spare parts and operator training costs.

The inconveniences of standardization are essentially limited to the generic defects, although
they are not as extensive as one may be lead to imagine: there are different series, on the one hand,
and on the other hand, if we examine the situation closely, in reality two units of the same series do
not necessarily have the same operating history, nor the same conditions (thermo-mechanic loads,
integration of modifications, etc.). When the details are examined, this "de-standardization" increases
when we shift from design to installation then to operation and it is this "de facto de-standardization"
which prevents unfavorable situations from spreading throughout the entire park.

In practice and as experience has shown, the financial advantage provided by standardization is
largely greater, by at least a decade, to the inconveniences associated with the generic defects. This is
precisely what has lead the utilities of other countries to follow our standardization policy.
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